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Key Prices

US asphalt markets strengthened this week. High coker utilization rates, a potential shortage of heavy sour crude in the US
Gulf coast and midcontinent, and limited arbitrage options all
underpinned gains.
Crude also ended the week on a high note amid signs of
tightening global supply as March Nymex hit $66/bl, its highest
prompt settle since December 2014. Ice March Brent reached
over $70/bl.
Coastal US asphalt markets remain relatively tight, with
limited import options to the US east coast and lower domestic
production in the Gulf straining supply. Spring turnaround in
the midcontinent also has the potential to reduce rail asphalt
availability as some refiners focus on rebuilding inventory.
Despite increased pressure on incremental supply, some US
buyers are taking a more cautious approach to buying winter
fill barrels following a lackluster paving season in 2017.
Stockpiles of asphalt in the US continued to hover near the
middle of the four-year range, reaching 23.8mn bl. This was
still higher than volumes recorded in 2014 and 2015.
US President Donald Trump said his administration will soon
release a long-awaited infrastructure plan that will stimulate
at least $1 trillion in spending on roads and other public works.
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Asphalt prices and transportation costs
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Ocean freight rates reflect the cost of loading, transporting, and discharging asphalt, and
then repositioning the empty vessel at its next port of call. As such, they represent the
vessel operator’s breakeven voyage cost. For further details, see Argus Americas Asphalt
methodology at www.argusmedia.com/methodology.
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US Atlantic coast
Limited availability of US Atlantic coast cargoes continued to
support prices this week, lifting the assessment by $5/st at
$310-320/st fob for February loading cargoes.
US Atlantic coast barges are trading at a two-year high.
Trades this week strengthened to a $340/st delivered range
into the Mid-Atlantic and New York Harbor for PG 64-22, while
offers surfaced at slightly lower levels. New England PG 64-28
waterborne prices firmed in sympathy.
Limited regional asphalt production stemming from the
shutdown of Axeon’s Paulsboro refinery in mid-2017 and Shell’s
St Rose refinery at the end of December has recently drawn
more Gulf asphalt up the coast despite elevated Jones Act
costs, pressuring supply on the US east coast and narrowing
the spread between the two coastal markets.
A closed arbitrage from Europe and limited import supply from Venezuela has placed further strain on US east coast
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US Atlantic coast
inventory levels. Although Venezuelan traders have engaged in
recent export activity, PdV suspended crude processing operations at its 635,000 b/d Amuay Bay complex this week after
multiple equipment breakdowns, signaling the potential for
additional vessel delays.
The 12,819dwt Da Hua Shan delivered to Providence,
Rhode Island, late last week after lifting in Curacao, where
PdV operates its La Isla refinery.
The 12,819dwt Da Ming Shan completed a delivery to New
York from Livorno, Italy, last weekend and then sailed light to
Amuay Bay.
Retail prices made mixed moves higher this week. Some
distributors held prices flat amid limited winter paving activity, while others implemented rack increases in response to
higher resupply costs. Baltimore racks increased to $325-385/
st.

NWS six to 10-day forecast: Temperature

Above normal
Below normal
Near normal

US midcontinent
Record high apportionment on export pipelines carrying Canadian crude to the US midcontinent, seasonal turnaround and
strong coker runs supported higher asphalt prices this week.
Indications for midcontinent rail deliveries were broadly
higher as the calendar month drew to a close, but scattered
liquidity kept forward indications very wide between $260305/st ex-refinery. More than 3,000t of asphalt delivering by
railcar in February transacted as high as $305/st ex-refinery
but offers were also confirmed closer to $265/st fob, or $15/
st above January levels. Clearer direction for February prices
was expected to emerge once additional trade gets underway
next week.
Fresh spot activity pushed up the high end of the Midwest
waterborne range to $270-300/st, with tighter availability
counterbalanced by weaker demand for barged asphalt. Frozen
waters on the Great Lakes continued to hamper lake barge

Copyright © 2018 Argus Media group
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US midcontinent
traffic.
Shipping restrictions on Enbridge’s Mainline system, which
feeds heavy asphaltic Western Canadian Select (WCS) to a
large swathe of midcontinent refiners, reached a record 46pc
on two of the company’s largest export pipelines for February
amid a backlog of crude at Alberta hubs. Enbridge’s 442,000
b/d Line 2 and 390,000 b/d Line 3 will also be apportioned at
23pc, up from 17pc in January.
Reduced processing of the heavy Canadian crude, increased demand from the US east coast for Midwest railed
asphalt, and optimized coker runs have helped limit Midwest
asphalt production in February.
Upcoming spring maintenance in the midcontinent could
also reduce supply. At least one refiner was planning to build
inventory next month in anticipation of planned maintenance
in March. Two upper Midwest refiners had limited quantities to
sell, possibly owing to equipment failures, but this could not
be confirmed.
Winter rack activity was sluggish, and some distributors
were contemplating retail price increases in February to offset
climbing wholesale costs. Racks in Kansas City were indicated
between $310-340/st. St Louis racks were indicated around
$20/st lower, as buyers resisted current posted levels.
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Argus’ USMC coker yield reflects the value of a single short ton of asphalt after it has been
upgraded in a delayed coker. For further details, see Argus Americas Asphalt methodology at www.argusmedia.com/methodology
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US Gulf coast
Waterborne supply continued to tighten in the US Gulf, driven
by persistently high coker runs and export demand. Pricing
indications concentrated between $300-310/st ex-refinery.
Barges traded in a narrower range for loading in the next
10-45 days, with at least two refiners heard to be out of spot
supply. Asphalt railed into the US Gulf was trading under $300/
st, making it a more appealing supply option.
Coker yield values continued to prop up US Gulf coast
waterborne prices. Refiners have opted to minimize asphalt
production when possible, as the US Gulf coast coker yield
firmed to nearly $375/st – or $70/st above the cost of barged
asphalt.
Asphalt simultaneously pushed well above its alternative
value as a fuel oil blendstock, and commanded a roughly $35/
st premium.
The recent shutdown of Shell’s St Rose, Louisiana, asphalt facility, a closed arbitrage to the US Atlantic coast from
Europe, and reduced imports from Venezuela combined to
push demand for Gulf barges further east despite US Jones Act
vessel restrictions.
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Mississippi AC-5

Jan

385.00

0.00
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Jan

385.00

0.00

Mississippi AC-20

Jan

372.50

0.00

Mississippi AC-30

Jan

372.50

0.00

Mississippi PG 64-22

Jan

372.50

0.00

Mississippi PG 67-22

Jan

372.78

0.00

Mississippi PG 76-22

Jan

511.43

0.00

Mississippi PG 82-22

Jan

626.25

0.00
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359.00

0.00

Louisiana PG 70-22M
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449.00

0.00

Louisiana PG 76-22M
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0.00

Alabama PG $/USG

Jan

1.57

0.00

Alabama PG with polymer $/USG
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2.12

0.00

Alabama emulsified $/USG
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1.93
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Alabama emulsified with polymer $/USG Jan

2.17

0.00

New Mexico
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0
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US Gulf coast
Strong seasonal export demand from Latin America has
drained regional barge supply as well, with fresh tenders heard
from Chile, Honduras, Argentina and Panama.
The 6,189dwt Iver Blessing was headed laden for Boca
Chica, Dominican Republic, after departing New Orleans, Louisiana, a few days ago.
The 6,694dwt Asphalt Spring delivered to Progreso, Mexico,

yesterday after lifting at the US port of Corpus Christi, Texas,
late last week.
Retail activity improved alongside a recovery in coastal
temperatures this week. Tampa Bay area racks firmed to
$310-345/st on fresh indications, driven by higher bulk asphalt
costs. Other distributors expressed their intent to raise prices
in February.

Latin America
Robust paving demand in Latin America attracted a steady
flow of cargoes from the US Gulf this week, with tankers sailing for Argentina, Costa Rica, Mexico, the Dominican Republic
and possibly Chile.
Regional tendering activity remained brisk as road construction season reaches its apex in the southern hemisphere.
The 6,694dwt Asphalt Spring delivered to Progreso, Mexico,
yesterday after lifting at the US port of Corpus Christi, Texas,
late last week.
The 6,118dwt Ning Hai Wan loaded in Corpus Christi on 16
January and arrived in Costa Rica today.
The 6,189dwt Iver Blessing was headed laden for Boca
Chica, Dominican Republic, after departing New Orleans, Louisiana, a few days ago.
The 8,881dwt Atlantic Asphalt left New Orleans in midJanuary and was due in Buenos Aires, Argentina around 9
February.
The 14,953dwt Palanca Singapore left New Orleans around
the same time frame and might be delivering to Chile. The
vessel passed through the Panama Canal in late December and
is currently sailing down the western coast of South America.
A full outage this week at state-owned PdV’s refinery in
Amuay Bay continued to highlight risks faced by Venezuelan
asphalt importers. The company said equipment breakdowns
forced the suspension of crude processing operations at the
635,000 b/d refinery complex without disclosing details about
an expected restart.
Still, vessels have recently moved out of Dutch-controlled
Curacao, where PdV uses its La Isla plant to process its
extra-heavy crude into products like asphalt for export. The
12,819dwt Da Hua Shan loaded in Willemstad two weeks ago
and delivered to Providence, Rhode Island, over the weekend.
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Low
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±

Fuel oil bunker HS 380 cst Cartagena Colombia

443.50

474.00

+10.75

Fuel oil bunker HS 380 cst El Callao

440.00

462.00

-2.50

Fuel oil bunker HS 380 cst Venezuelan ports posted

375.72

383.80

+4.04

Asphalt
Grades

local currency/
unit
Mid

$/st
±

Mid

±

Ecopetrol, Barrancabermeja, effective 1 Nov COP/t
pen 60/70

1040943.20

0.00

334

+3

pen 80/100

1040943.20

0.00

334

+3

AC-20

8935.34

0.00

435

+4

AC-5

9085.86

0.00

442

+3

PG 64-22

8945.89

0.00

436

+4

AC-20

8496.84

0.00

414

+4

AC-5

8663.25

0.00

422

+4

PG 64-22

8526.42

0.00

415

+3

AC-20

8496.84

0.00

414

+4

AC-5

8663.25

0.00

422

+4

PG 64-22

8526.42

0.00

415

+3

AC-20

8418.22

0.00

410

+4

AC-5

8587.47

0.00

418

+4

PG 64-22

8451.21

0.00

412

+4

AC-20

8241.80

0.00

401

+3

AC-5

8417.43

0.00

410

+4

PG 64-22

8282.45

0.00

403

+3

AC-30

254.6300 0.0000

397

-1

CRS-1 emulsion

168.5400 0.0000

263

0

Pemex, effective 1 Jan MXN/t*
Cadereyta

Tula

Salamanca

Salina Cruz

Madero

Recope, effective 1 Jan CRC/l
Costa Rica

*includes a value added tax of 16%
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US west coast and Rocky Mountains
Rockies bulk asphalt was flat this week, but suppliers were
eyeing higher prices for February, driven by recent crude
strength. Rack numbers were flat, adding to pressure on distributors who have seen their margins begin to erode.
Rail supply continued to be assessed in a $235-245/st fob
range for January. There were no new deals reported this
week.
Sales to the lower midcontinent could increase as supply
tightens in the eastern half of the country. Western Canadian
prices continued to hover around $240/st ex-refinery.
Rack activity remained slow in the Pacific Northwest,
but sales began to emerge near the high end of the previous
ranges. Portland and Seattle racks continued to be assessed
between $350-375/st.
Truck rack liftings have recovered in southern California
following heavy rains in early January. Northern and southern
California racks remained flat on the week.
Stronger demand is anticipated in California this year, following a watershed transportation funding package passed by
state lawmakers in 2017 that is forecast to generate an annual
increase of $4.2bn over the next ten years.

NWS six to 10-day forecast: Temperature

Crude and refined products, 20-26 Jan
Low

High

±

68.56

70.60

+0.68

Fuel oil bunker 380cst Los Angeles $/t

382.00

409.50

+9.75

Diesel EPA 10ppm LA pipeline ¢/USG

204.51

213.25

+7.76

Crude $/bl
ANS USWC month 1
Refined products

Asphalt’s value as a fuel oil blendstock, Los Angeles

Mid

±

312

+6

$/st

Asphalt, 20-26 Jan
Timing

Low

High

±

235

245

0

Montana

310

325

0

Wyoming

310

325

0

Denver

350

355

0

Salt Lake City

325

335

0

Phoenix

315

325

0

Seattle

350

375

0

Portland

350

375

0

Las Vegas

315

325

0

Bay Area

340

400

0

Bakersfield

340

380

0

Los Angeles

350

365

0

Rail, fob
Rockies

Jan

Rack

DoT index

Effective

Colorado

Jan

California

Jan

Alaska

from 1 Jan
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

NWS six to 10-day forecast: Precipitation

Above normal
Below normal
Near normal
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Canada
The Canadian asphalt market remained quiet this week on
minimal late winter trading activity.
Bulk prices in western Canada have not moved over recent
weeks. Suppliers were said to be longer on material and cargoes were spotted loading on rail cars bound for the US, with
offers heard around $240/st fob.
Inside Canada, winter fill purchases continued. But the
majority of buyers were hesitant to take new purchases amid
uncertainty in Canadian crude prices.
In the crude market, the premium for light grade Mixed
Sweet Blend (MSW) to heavy benchmark Western Canadian
Select (WCS) began to widen in mid-December, now over $20/
bl. A glut of sour crude at Albertan hubs amid export restrictions has been reflected by steep discounts for the heavy
benchmark, which widened to $27.50/bl under the March CMA
earlier this week.

$/bl

Crude, 20-26 Jan
Low
WCS month 1
WCS-MSW, Alberta

High

±

35.36

38.22

-4.01

-22.20

-20.88

-5.22

Asphalt, 20-26 Jan
C$/t
Low

$/st

High

±

Low

High

±
+0

Rack
Montreal

495

530

0

362

387

Toronto

500

600

0

365

438

0

na

na

na

na

na

na

Manitoba
Saskatchewan

na

na

na

na

na

na

Edmonton

na

na

na

na

na

na

Mid

±

Mid

±

Montreal: PG 58-28

570

0

416

0

Toronto: PG 58-28

565

0

413

+1

Edmonton: pen 150/200A

650

0

475

+1

Vancouver: pen 80/100A

580

0

424

+1

Prince George: pen 150/200A

590

0

431

+1

Kamloops: pen 150/200A

590

0

431

+1

Winnipeg: pen 150/200A

650

0

475

+1

570

0

416

0

PG 58-28

585

0

427

0

PG 58-34

593

0

433

+1

Bitumar, effective 1 Nov*

Husky, effective 7 Sep*

Kildair, Sorel-Tracy
PG 58-28, effective 1 Nov*
Suncor, Montreal, effective 1 Nov*

*posted in C$/t

$/bl

WCS less MSW
-8.0

C$/t

Montreal and Toronto
650

Montreal

Toronto

-10.0
600
-12.0
550

-14.0

500

-16.0

450

-18.0
-20.0
22 Sep 17

27 Oct 17
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US readies for infrastructure plan
President Donald Trump says his administration will soon
release a long-awaited infrastructure plan that he says will
stimulate at least $1 trillion in spending on roads, ports, rail,
flood control and hydropower.
Trump yesterday said the administration would probably
release the infrastructure plan shortly after his State of the
Union address on 30 January. Trump expects the plan would
stimulate between $1 trillion and $1.7 trillion in investment,
while changing environmental rules to keep construction projects on time and under budget.
The White House has yet to say where it would get the
$200bn in federal funding it is planning to offer in the plan. An
undated copy of the infrastructure plan that leaked this week
does not say where funding would come from, leaving unanswered the biggest question facing the bill. The White House
did not respond for comment on the leaked document.
The business lobbying group the US Chamber of Commerce
last week floated a proposal to pay for the plan by more than
doubling the federal gasoline and diesel tax, by increasing it
by 25¢/USG. But there is new opposition to that proposal and
little indication of support within the administration.
Two advocacy groups affiliated with billionaire industrialists
Charles and David Koch on 23 January wrote a letter urging
Trump not to support the gasoline tax increase. The proposal
would be “the largest increase in the history of the tax” and
cost the average household $285/yr, Americans for Prosperity
and Freedom Partners Chamber of Commerce said.
Environmentalists, meanwhile, are preparing to fight parts
of the plan they say may exempt projects from exhaustive
environmental reviews. Trump yesterday said major infrastructure projects will be approved in just two years, a timeline
advocates fear could only be achieved by sidestepping reviews
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
The leaked six-page copy of the infrastructure proposal,
provided by environmental groups, says highways receiving
funding would not be subject to “federal requirements” and
rail projects would be eligible for “streamlining.” Earthjustice
senior legislative counsel Raul Garcia said that language indicates the plan might include exemptions from NEPA and other
environmental laws.
“We are already aware there is a concerted effort to eliminate these federal environmental protections,” Garcia said.
Oil and gas industry groups have been lobbying to expe-
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dite permitting through the infrastructure proposal. American
Petroleum Institute president Jack Gerard on 9 January said
lawmakers "should not overlook the energy infrastructure opportunity" and attempt to address industry permitting issues as
they work to develop an infrastructure bill.

IMF tweaks growth forecast
The IMF has revised up its forecast for global economic growth
this year, partly because of the projected near-term effects on
the US economy of recent corporate tax reductions.
The fund now expects global economic growth of 3.9pc this
year, compared with its previous guidance of 3.7pc, given in
October. And it has increased its 2019 projection by 0.2 percentage points to 3.9pc. The IMF’s forecasts are widely used
in the modelling behind key oil demand projections, including
the IEA’s.
The US economy should grow by 2.7pc this year, up by 0.4
percentage points relative to the previous estimate, the IMF
says in its latest World Economic Outlook (WEO). Most of the
growth will stem from cuts enacted under a fiscal overhaul in
late December. The changes allow companies to immediately
write off new capital investment to 2022, which may encourage refiners and oil service providers to expand their operations.
“This short-term boost will have positive — albeit shortlived — output spillovers for US trade partners, especially
Canada and Mexico,” IMF research director Maurice Obstfeld
says.
The fund forecasts Mexico’s economy to expand, with
the US tax changes helping to offset uncertainty surrounding
the future of the Nafta free trade agreement. And Brazilian
economic growth will climb this year, the IMF says. But the
organisation’s overall projection for Latin America and the Caribbean region remains unchanged at 1.9pc, with Venezuela’s
economic collapse taking a toll.
The rise in US economic growth will probably strengthen
the dollar and widen the country’s trade deficits — an outcome contrary to Washington’s drive to address substantial
imbalances. “Trade is again growing faster than global revenue, partly driven by higher investment”, despite concerns
over the rise of populist measures in the US and elsewhere,
Obstfeld says.
An increase in crude prices has prompted the IMF to revise
its projections for oil exporters, notably Saudi Arabia. It
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expects the Saudi economy to grow by 1.6pc this year, reversing from a contraction of 0.7pc in 2017. And growth forecasts
for Russia and Nigeria are marginally higher than in October.
“Commodity prices have gained ground, benefiting countries
that depend on commodity exports,” Obstfeld says.
But the IMF again warns oil-rich economies to reduce their
reliance on crude and refined products. “Fuel exporters face
particularly bleak prospects,” Obstfeld says. “They must find
ways to diversify.”
West meets east
This year’s expected global economic growth is unusually
broad based. The economies of almost 120 countries — accounting for three-quarters of world GDP — expanded last
year, the IMF says. And the upward revision affects advanced
and emerging economies alike. The fund forecasts Chinese
GDP to grow by 6.6pc in 2018, up from its previous projection
of 6.5pc.
But the growth is unlikely to be maintained, Obstfeld says.
“The two largest national economies driving present and nearterm expansion are predictably heading for slower growth.”
China will eventually conclude the stimulus package that
it has touted in the past few years and rein in credit growth.
And US GDP growth will decelerate, “whatever impacts the
tax cuts have on an economy so close to full employment”,
the IMF says. The positive effects of the US tax reductions will
dissipate by 2020, it says.

PdV’s Amuay refinery suspends operations
Venezuelan state-owned PdV’s 635,000 b/d Amuay refinery
suspended crude processing operations this week following
several equipment breakdowns, and the company is not saying
when the crippled facility will restart.
The refinery’s power generation plant is operational, but
all processing units including the catalytic cracker that is
undergoing planned repairs, are off line, a PdV official at the
refinery said.
Amuay and the nearby 305,000 b/d Cardon refinery comprise PdV’s 940,000 b/d CRP refining complex on the Paraguana peninsula, where over 72pc of the company’s local downstream nameplate capacity of 1.3mn b/d is concentrated.
Amuay has five distillation units, of which only two – Units
1 and 5 – were operational as of 19 January. But distillation
Unit 5 suffered an equipment breakdown on 20 January and
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distillation Unit 1 broke down on 23 January, FUTPV oil union
director Ivan Freites said.
Amuay is “comatose,” said Freites, who is a frequent critic
of PdV’s government-appointed management.
The CRP’s refineries were operating at only about a
combined 13pc of design capacity in December 2017. CRP’s operational capacity appeared to be rising this month, reaching
about 18pc of nameplate or 170,000 b/d before Amuay refinery
shut down this week.
The CRP refineries have been plagued for over a decade by
frequent processing unit breakdowns and accidents, including a lethal olefins blast in August 2012 that killed at least
40 people. Some of the damage from that fatal accident has
never been repaired.
PdV’s chronic downstream problems, driven by a lack of
maintenance and cash for repairs and spare parts, have led to
extensive fuel shortages across Venezuela.

Light at end of the tunnel for Spanish asphalt
State agency contracts for Spanish road works increased in
January-November last year, offering support to domestic
bitumen demand. Total Spanish construction contract offers
have now grown for seven consecutive months.
In total, road contracts for new works and repairs offered
by state agencies, including regional and municipal authorities, were over €180mn ($220mn) in November, down from
€420mn in November 2016, according to data from constructors federation Seopan. But, over the first 11 months of last
year, Spanish road construction contracts offered reached a
little over €2.9bn, up from €2.2bn in the same period in 2016.
One part of the increase in spending has come after the
country's central road building directorate began issuing contracts for new road works, after a seven month gap between
November 2016 and June 2017. But it is not new construction,
managed by the directorate, which is spurring growth in contract offers, but repairs. Of the total €2.9bn of road contracts
offered, over €1.9bn is coming from repair work. This is largely
positive news for Spanish bitumen demand as repair work
contracts tend to stimulate bitumen consumption faster than
those for new roads (see chart).
Spain's road directorate manages 26,000km of Spain's
166,000km of roads, including most of the 16,000km motorway
network, and takes 51pc of Spain's total traffic, including 63pc
of all heavy vehicle traffic. A further 71,000km are managed
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by Spain's autonomous regions, bearing 43pc of Spanish traffic,
and 69,000km are administered by local councils, taking just
6pc of the load.
Madrid has been under pressure from the European Commission to restrain its national budget. But road builders federation the Aec, road pavers federation Asefma and Seopan have
lambasted the government for the poor state of Spanish roads,
after two consecutive years of increasing numbers of deaths
from road accidents.
While road construction spending increased in January-November, contracts offered for the country's ports and airports
declined, with rail contracts increasing. But it is the country's
autonomous regional authorities that have boosted planned
construction spending the most.
This increased total Spanish construction contracts — including all road, rail, ports, airports and building works — to
just under €11bn in January-November, up from €8.4bn on the
year. November saw €1.1bn of total construction contracts on
offer, more than double the level of November 2016, making
it the seventh month in a row Spanish construction contract
offers have posted growth.

Curacao seeks Shell’s return to refinery
The governments of Curacao and the Netherlands are discussing with Anglo-Dutch major Shell the possibility of its return to
the management of the Caribbean island’s 350,000 b/d Isla oil
refinery, Curacao government officials tell Argus.
Shell operated the refinery until 1985 when it transferred
the asset to the island’s government after reporting heavy
losses. The refinery was built by Shell and commissioned in
1918.
Isla is currently operated by Venezuela's struggling stateowned oil company PdV under a lease that expires at the end
of 2019.
Discussions about Shell’s involvement in the operation of
Isla have been taking place since November 2017, when the
government said it doubted the ability of Chinese state-owned
Guangdong Zhenrong Energy (GZE) to carry out a $5.5bn project to upgrade the refinery.
Curacao prime minister Eugene Rhuggenaath “has said publicly that if Shell is still interested in the modernization of the
refinery, and if the company appeared to be the best option,
then it will be selected,” one official said.
Shell declined to comment on its proposed return to Cura-
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cao refining.
The Dutch-controlled island’s government unilaterally
cancelled the agreement with GZE on 1 January, saying the
company did not have the money to deliver the project, and
did not have "the unconditional support of the Chinese government as it had indicated when signing the agreement."
Curacao sought the assistance of the Netherlands in finding
a replacement for GZE “as there is little time to conclude an
agreement with an operator before PdV abandons the plant,”
another official said.
“A shutdown of the refinery would severely harm the
island’s economy, and The Hague wants to prevent any economic dislocation in any part of the kingdom.”
Curacao is 64km (40mi) off Venezuela's coast. PdV, which is
in arrears on billions of dollars in debt, has traditionally leveraged Isla to process its crude into gasoline, naphtha, diesel,
jet fuel, asphalt, base oils and lubricants, and to blend its
diluted extra-heavy crude with light crude for export.
GZE and Curacao's government agreed in November 2016 to
upgrade the refinery, located at Schottegat, under a 40-year
lease, after PdV indicated it was not interested in renewing its
agreement.
But the government has also been studying the possible
involvement of Chinese firm Baota Petrochemical “to which
heavily indebted GZE has been trying to hand the refinery
project,” the officials said.
Baota Petrochemicals has received a commitment of $3bn
for upgrading the refinery from the mainly Chinese government-funded development bank ADIB, GZE said earlier in
January.
“We simply want a sound and reliable company to manage
and modernize the refinery so there are no uncertainties over
its future,” one official said.
The call for Shell’s return coincides with a souring of relations between Venezuela and the Dutch Caribbean. Caracas
closed it border with Curacao, Bonaire and Aruba in early
January, blaming the islands for smuggling Venezuelan goods.

PdV plagued by labor exodus, unrest
Venezuela´s severe economic crisis is stoking labor unrest
in the oil industry, where workers face record-low wages,
dangerous working conditions and political pressure to publicly
back the government.
State-owned oil company PdV was once considered Ven-
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ezuela’s most prestigious government employer. But as the
country’s economic and political turmoil deepens, waves of
workers have left their jobs there in recent months, according
to a dozen oil union officials consulted by Argus.
Over 60 skilled workers at PdV’s 940,000 b/d CRP refining
complex quit in early January 2018, according to Ivan Freites, a senior director of the federation of oil industry unions
(FUTPV) and a frequent government critic.
The refinery complex, once considered one of the world’s
largest and most modern, is barely operating amid chronic
equipment breakdowns and power outages.
Hundreds more workers have resigned from PdV’s western
division in Zulia state since the start of the year, Freites said.
He said at least a third of the company’s skilled oil field,
refinery and terminal workers resigned over the past 13
months.
PdV has declined to comment on recent departures. But
over the past year, once-frequent government-run rallies by
red-clad PdV workers have conspicuously disappeared. Workers
previously grumbled that they were forced to march and vote
in favor of the government, at risk of losing their jobs. Now
many do not bother to turn up.
The growing labor exodus is further crippling a company
whose operations are widely seen as never having recovered
from the government’s firing of over 20,000 workers in early
2003 after a failed two-month strike that sought to force out
then-president Hugo Chavez. The dismissals included many
managers and skilled employees.
Today’s bloated PdV ranks have little hope of a short-term
reprieve. Wills Rangel, FUTPV president and head of the ruling
United Socialist Party’s (PSUV) labor faction, said negotiations
with PdV for a new three-year collective contract resumed on
16 January, after a four-month gap he attributed to management disruptions caused by corruption investigations.
Dozens of senior PdV officials, including former PdV chief
executive Nelson Martinez and former energy minister Eulogio
Del Pino, were arrested on corruption charges in late 2017.
Critics say the crackdown was a selective, politically motivated campaign.
Rangel, who sits on PdV’s board as the top labor representative, said the union wants up to a 140pc monthly wage hike,
from a current Bs358,300 to Bs861,120.
At the current black market rate of over Bs200,000/$, the
current basic monthly wage of just $1.79 would rise to $4.30.
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With the exception of the firm's top executives, PdV workers are struggling for food and medicine amid acute shortages
and quadruple-digit inflation.
A recent incident in PdV’s once-prolific western division
casts lights on the crisis. On 12 January, military officials in
Zulia state summoned representatives of foreign oil companies
and oil services companies in the Lake Maracaibo area to a
meeting at the Ali Primera oil wharf.
The wharf is operated by the defense ministry’s mining, oil
and gas corporation (Camimpeg), a company created in February 2016 to give the military a lucrative industry stake.
Army officials demanded to know why no workers turned
up for a scheduled shift change on 11 January involving oil
fields in which Camimpeg and its private associate Southern
Procurement Services (SPS) have an operational interest.
“The army officials at Ali Primera feared initially that an
oil strike had started under their noses, but were shocked to
learn that no one showed up to work because PdV’s worker
transport services in that area have collapsed, and workers
don’t have the cash, physical energy or alternative public
transportation to travel from their homes to their work posts,”
a union official at the meeting told Argus.
PdV’s core oil field and refinery workers “have lost up to
12 kilograms on average since the end of 2016 because they
aren’t eating enough,” the official said, highlighting skyrocketing food prices and scarce food supplies.
“Venezuela’s oil workers are starving, like everyone else in
the country,” Freites said.
PdV’s workers do not want to strike and no one in FUTPV
is advocating a walkout, he said. But the workers are not immune to Venezuela’s crisis, so more of them are likely to walk
away from PdV, many to join the diaspora abroad. Recruitment
to replace them is a tall order.
PdV reported a 120,000-strong workforce at end-2016,
including about 60,000 unionized members, around triple the
payroll of the 1990s. The ministry and PdV said workforce
figures through end-2017 are not yet available.
Rangel pledged better fortunes for the workers now that
new energy minister and PdV chief executive Manuel Quevedo
has launched a recovery plan aimed at raising the country’s
crude production up to 2.5mn b/d by early 2019.
Rangel echoed official accusations that the US and other
governments are responsible for PdV’s deteriorated operations and finances. PdV’s production has dropped and cash
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has dwindled because of US financial sanctions and “acts of
sabotage” against the oil industry, he said.
“Some PdV joint venture partners are involved in the sabotage to divide oil workers,” Rangel said.
An official with the Caracas-based foreign oil companies
association (AVHI) dismissed the allegations as “nonsense”.
“No oil company in the world is interested in sabotaging its
own operations,” the official said.
Union officials say Rangel’s wage proposal falls far short of
the workers’ needs.
Alirio Villasmil, head of the commercial oil divers union
that works in Lake Maracaibo, said many of the federation’s
unions want payment in US dollars with the right to freely
convert wages into Venezuelan currency without government
interference, a suggestion that a presidential palace official
called a non-starter.
Dollarizing wages for oil workers would immediately unleash demands for dollars by other unions, which the government could not fulfill, the official said.

US lawmakers push for progress in Nafta talks
US House Ways and Means Committee chairman Kevin Brady (RTexas) is cautioning the US administration against withdrawing
from the North American Free Trade Agreement (Nafta).
Brady, whose committee oversees trade agreements in the
House of Representatives, said he directed a senior member of
his panel to travel to Montreal, Canada, to express support for
the agreement. Negotiators from Canada, Mexico and the US
are meeting in that city from 23-28 January for the sixth round
of talks on modernizing the agreement.
"We all agree modernizing Nafta represents a great opportunity," Brady said today in Dallas, Texas, at an event hosted
by the US Chamber of Commerce and other pro-Nafta business
groups. Progress on trade is important to keep up the positive economic momentum from a major overhaul of US taxes,
Brady said.
Brady said Trade subcommittee chairman Dave Reichert
(R-Washington) traveled to Montreal to urge trade negotiators
to "keep up the momentum, keep up the work for a strong
agreement."
Negotiators have made little progress in the previous five
rounds of talks. President Donald Trump and his trade officials
routinely invoke the possibility of a unilateral withdrawal from
the agreement if US negotiators do not extract enough conces-
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sions from Canada and Mexico to ensure a drastic reduction in
the US trade deficits.
"Rather than retreating to the sidelines or pulling out, let
us show the American people we are serious in standing up for
workers," Brady said.
Unlike other international treaties, both the Senate and
the House have jurisdiction over trade agreements. The bulk
of Nafta has been written into US legislation implementing
reductions of tariffs and other provisions under the agreement
that went into effect in 1994. Some trade lawyers doubt the
White House can unilaterally from the agreement without a
corresponding action by Congress.
"If the US is not leading on trade, we are falling behind,"
Chamber president Tom Donohue said at the event. The Chamber is partnering with the American Farm Bureau Federation,
Business Roundtable and National Association of Manufacturers
to form a Trade for America campaign, which will highlight the
"economic and strategic benefits of trade in the daily lives of
Americans."
More specifically, the groups hope to defend Nafta and
the free trade agreement between the US and South Korea —
another target for the US administration.
US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer has convened
two sessions with South Korean trade negotiators to discuss
possible changes. Seoul is encouraging South Korean companies to increase purchases of US-sourced crude, refined
products and LNG in an attempt to ease Seoul's trade surplus
with Washington.
US senators from farm states — where support for Nafta
remains strong despite the rising anti-trade sentiment — said
they have detected a change in Trump's tone, in favor of
staying within Nafta. But public pronouncements do not add
clarity.
"Nafta is moving along pretty well," Trump said yesterday.
"I happen to be of the opinion that if it does not work out, we
will terminate it."
There is a good chance of success for renegotiating Nafta,
commerce secretary Wilbur Ross said today on the sidelines of
the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. But the US
administration will continue to implement a tougher approach
on trade than its predecessors, he said.
Canada and Mexico on the same day Nafta talks started
in Montreal announced that they will be part of the renegotiated Trans-Pacific Partnership, with nine other countries in
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the Asia-Pacific region and South America. Trump terminated
US participation in that agreement among his first actions in
office.

International community turns on Caracas
Venezuela faces growing international isolation, as it struggles
to contend with runaway inflation, plummeting crude output
and a staffing crisis at state-owned oil company PdV.
The Lima group — comprising 13 Latin American countries
and Canada — has condemned Caracas’ decision to advance
presidential elections, saying they cannot be held in a “democratic, transparent and credible” manner. The 10-point declaration, issued on 25 January, reiterates the group’s support
for Venezuela’s democratically elected national assembly,
criticises the imprisonment of political opponents and calls for
international co-operation.
It came just days after the EU imposed travel bans and
asset freezes on seven senior Venezuelan individuals, compounding US and Canadian measures against dozens of government and military officials. The ruling PSUV party’s executive
vice-president, Diosdado Cabello, has urged President Nicolas
Maduro to expropriate European assets in retaliation, starting
with those that belong to Spanish firms. Spain’s Repsol is one
of the leading foreign investors in Venezuela.
The US imposed financial sanctions on Caracas and PdV in
August last year. Maduro’s administration has since defaulted
on foreign debt, and Venezuela’s crude production is falling
fast. An accelerated decline in the fourth quarter took output
to its lowest since 1985, excluding a 2002-03 labour strike. The
country produced just 1.62mn b/d last month, down by almost
400,000 b/d compared with a year earlier, oil ministry data
show. And the outlook for 2018 is bleak. “It is possible that
declines will be even steeper than the 270,000 b/d drop in
2017, given Venezuela’s astonishing debt and deteriorating oil
network,” the IEA says.
The crisis is stoking labour unrest in the oil sector, where
employees face record-low wages, dangerous working conditions and pressure to back Maduro. PdV was once considered
the country’s most prestigious government employer. But the
deepening economic and political turmoil has prompted many
to leave their posts in recent months, according to a dozen
of oil union officials consulted by Argus. More than 60 skilled
workers at PdV’s 940,000 b/d CRP refining complex quit in
early January, oil federation FUTPV’s director, Ivan Freites,
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says.
This time it’s personnel
Hundreds more employees have resigned from the company’s
western division in Zulia state since the start of this year,
Freites says. And at least a third of the firm’s skilled oil field,
refinery and terminal workers have departed since January
2017. The exodus is crippling a company whose operations
never recovered from Caracas’ dismissal of more than 20,000
employees in early 2003, after a failed strike that sought to
oust then president Hugo Chavez.
PdV’s workers have little hope of a short-term reprieve.
Negotiations with the firm over a new three-year collective
contract resumed on 16 January, after a four-month hiatus,
FUTPV president Wills Rangel says. He attributes the break in
talks to disruption caused by a widespread corruption probe.
FUTPV wants the company to increase wages to 861,120
bolivars from Bs358,300. The current basic wage of just $1.79/
month would climb to around $4.30/month, based on the
black-market exchange rate of Bs200,000/$1. PdV’s blue-collar
workers cannot secure food and medicine staples, amid acute
supply shortages and quadruple-digit inflation.
The firm’s core oil field and refinery employees have “lost
up to 12kg on average since the end of 2016, because they
are not eating enough”, a union official says. “Venezuela’s
oil workers are starving, like everyone else in the country,”
Freites says.

Pemex Salamanca refinery security head killed
State-run Pemex's head of security at its Salamanca refinery in
central Mexico was killed in an attack Thursday morning, the
company said.
Pemex did not say if the murder, which did not take place
at the refinery, was suspected to be related to Tadeo Lineol
Alfonzo's employment, but comes as the country is seeing a
growing epidemic of fuel theft.
"The company will remain alert and will cooperate fully
with investigations into the case," Pemex said in a statement.
Pemex has said that illegal tapping costs the company over
$1bn a year, leading Mexican president Enrique Pena Nieto in
May to ask police forces, government officials and Pemex to
work together on a more aggressive strategy.
Fuel theft and security issues around Pemex’s six domestic
refineries are also problematic for the company, which has
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been looking for potential partners to help it invest in its aging
facilities.

Trump takes deregulatory message to world stage
President Donald Trump is hoping to draw investments in the
US by highlighting to business leaders his administration’s aggressive efforts to repeal regulations.
Trump today told world leaders and entrepreneurs at the
World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, that his deregulatory agenda made it the “perfect time” for businesses
to bring jobs and investments to the US. He highlighted data
showing the administration eliminated 22 rules for each new
one issued in its first eight months of his term.
“We have undertaken the most extensive regulatory reduction ever conceived,” he said. "We are lifting self-imposed
restrictions on energy production."
The White House has set a goal of cutting regulatory costs
by more than $10bn, and taking 448 deregulatory actions, in
the fiscal year ending 30 September. The US Environmental
Protection Agency and the US Interior Department are among
the agencies considering deep cuts to environmental regulations.
Public interest groups say deregulation may reduce shortterm compliance costs but will eventually hurt the economy,
by harming the environment and making financial crises and
other disruptive events more common. Republican and Democratic administrations have consistently estimated the benefits
of regulation have dramatically exceeded their costs.
But Trump’s top regulatory official Neomi Rao, who runs
the White House’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, said earlier cost estimates should be viewed “a little bit
skeptically.” She offered the example of greenhouse gas rules
that looked at global damage from climate change, rather than
domestic damage.
Trump last month said he wanted to cut the quantity
of regulations to levels not seen since 1960, by cutting the
185,000 pages of federal regulations today down to 20,000
pages. Rao declined to say how the administration set that
goal, but said the US Congress would have to repeal numerous
laws to achieve such a significant reduction.

Study plots new course for Canadian light oil
The big story of Canadian crude in 2018 is the growing struggle
of western producers to get their oil to market as output out-
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strips pipeline takeaway capacity, leaving reticent railroads to
pick up the slack.
But in eastern Canada, the opposite is true. Despite offshore production and pipeline connections to Alberta, refineries in the region rely on overseas imports. And with the death
of TransCanada’s 1.1mn b/d Energy East pipeline proposal last
year, that promises to continue.
It is a question the Canadian Energy Research Institute
(CERI) took up this month in a study using four scenarios, including two that would have been valid if a new pipeline were
built. In the “current reality” model that calls for maximizing
Canadian crude usage in the east on existing pathways, CERI
found a potential for both cost and emissions savings.
The scenario called for an increase of 120,000 b/d of western light crude movements to be maximized to eastern Canada
until they either ran out or became too expensive, then added
in 161,000 b/d of offshore Atlantic Canada crude using the
same formula. CERI figures that if Canadian production were
prioritized economically, it would drop eastern Canadian refinery crude imports from around 57pc of the slate to 47pc.
To ramp up domestic crude usage in eastern Canada,
Enbridge’s 300,000 b/d Line 9 would need to run full, as would
Valero Energy’s shuttle tanker fleet serving its 265,000 b/d
St Romuald refinery near Quebec City. Emissions cuts would
come from production involved in the new slate itself as well
as the reduced transportation costs.
A market-based focus on Canadian crude would render
the already little-used 600,000 b/d Portland-Montreal import
pipeline virtually unnecessary, CERI said, although crude by
rail would play a key role. But the emergence of Bakken crude
caps the economic justification for much of western Canadian
production going east, CERI said.
“Changing the trade balance to create an increased trade
surplus may be of net benefit to the country, but it is a complicated question that is best answered through additional
analysis,” CERI concluded.

Tax cuts could trigger regulatory changes
The cut in US corporate tax rates is already increasing railroad
profits by billions of dollars. The downside could be a regulatory backlash.
The tax changes enacted late last year helped Union
Pacific (UP) increase fourth quarter 2017 profits by more than
$6bn, to $7.3bn. CSX profits rose by $3.6bn, Norfolk Southern's
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(NS) rose by $3.5bn and Kansas City Southern's (KCS) grew by
$414mn. Canadian National and Canadian Pacific also benefited
because of their US holdings.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act triggered a revaluation of railroads’ deferred tax liabilities to reflect the new 21pc federal
corporate tax rate. That helped to increase profits.
But railroad finances are used by the Surface Transportation Board (STB) when it calculates the industry's cost of
capital and the revenue adequacy of the seven Class I freight
railroads. Those measures are used in resolving railroad-shipper disputes.
There is “nothing in the near-term that causes new concern,” CSX chief executive James Foote said. “Obviously, the
question around revenue adequacy is both specific to [each]
railroad and then across the industry,” he said.
But shippers could argue that higher railroad profits should
translate into lower rates.
The STB considers a railroad revenue adequate if it
achieves a rate of return on net investment equal to at least
the current cost of capital for that railroad. That could potentially influence how the board makes a decision in rate cases
and other proceedings.
The STB uses the cost of capital figure in evaluating the
adequacy of individual railroads' revenues each year, as well
as in various other types of regulatory proceedings, including
rate challenges and line abandonment requests.
Railroads say they are going to use the increased profits
to reinvest in their networks and to pay shareholders. Shippers will argue, and regulators may agree, that some of that
windfall should be passed onto rail customers in the form of
lower rates.

Canadian refinery runs rise again
Refinery throughputs in Canada were up for the week ended
16 January, gaining 3pc compared with the week prior.
Crude runs nationwide hit an average of 1.8mn b/d, up by
54,000 b/d according to the NEB. Refineries in western Canada
along with those in Quebec and eastern Canada contributed
most of the gains while the Ontario region was mostly flat.
Quebec and eastern Canada, the largest refining region,
processed 771,000 b/d, a gain of 17,000 b/d. Western Canadian
refiners sported an even larger uptick, both in percentage and
outright gain. The region took an additional 6pc of crude to
average 664,000 b/d.
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Throughputs among Ontario refiners were effectively unchanged, for an average run of 361,000 b/d.
Compared with the same week last year, Ontario and western Canada regions were 23pc and 12pc higher, respectively.
Quebec and eastern Canada were down 2pc.
Utilization rates gained again, to 92pc from 89pc across the
country. Western Canada had the strongest rate, with 97pc.

Trans Mountain January apportionment down
Kinder Morgan’s 300,000 b/d Trans Mountain pipeline is restricting crude flows in February by 32pc, down from 35pc in
January.
The Trans Mountain mainline has accepted 310,156 b/d of
crude, an increase of 45,000 b/d from the 264,285 b/d accepted in January. This is a return to the levels seen in December
when 309,604 b/d were allowed.
There is no planned maintenance set for February on Trans
Mountain.
The 180,000 b/d Puget Sound Pipeline has accepted
146,987 b/d, up from 118,200 b/d in January, while 76,491 b/d
will be destined to the Westridge Dock in Burnaby, British
Columbia, to meet two barges and five tankers.
A major destination for crude from the line is
the state of Washington. The state took about
160,000 b/d of crude from Alberta
by way of Trans Mountain in the second half of 2017.
2

Announcement
All data change announcements can be viewed online at
www.argusmedia.com/announcements.
Alternatively, to be added to the email distribution list
for all announcements, please email:
datahelp@argusmedia.com.
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Argus US Refined Products
Forward Curves
Argus US Refined Products Forward Curves
reflect real commodity market activity,
free from distortion and representative
of fair market values.
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